In this paper we discuss a global optimization problem arising in the calculation of aircraft flight paths. Since gradient information for this problem may not be readily available, a direct-search algorithm (DIRECT), proposed by Jones et al.
Introduction
The Aircraft Routing Problem involves finding an "optimum" flight path between various obstacles from a given origin to a given destination. Obstacles would clearly include geographical features, but might also be more general "no-fly zones", used, for instance, to separate incoming and outgoing traffic near an airport. In military terms a no-fly zone might surround a threat, such as an enemy radar or missile site. In practice, the routing problem will usually also include constraints on rendezvous time at the destination (and perhaps at other points on the path); and obviously any solution must allow for speed and manouevrability limits on the type of aircraft being used. Many of these aspects are probably similar to those found in steering problems for other kinds of vehicle or in the planning of paths for cables or pipelines. More distinctive features of aircraft routing include "one-way" regions where flight must be in a particular direction. In the military context, a route must also be assessed in terms of "visibility" (it being desirable to exploit the terrain to hide the aircraft as much as possible). One way to estimate such visibility would be to sample the terrain along a number of (possibly randomly chosen) directions from each point along the aircraft path in order to determine the shortest distance to high ground that might ofer concealment. In its ultimate form, the routing problem would be posed for multiple aircraft, possibly of various types and flying different missions, in the same geographical area.
More discussion about practical aspects of aircraft routing can be found in [9] and [10] which also describe a heuristic routing algorithm. The present paper is concerned with the application of classical optimization techniques to aircraft routing; and in this preliminary study we confine ourselves to a relatively simple twodimensional representation of the problem. This is used to provide a case-study in the use of an ingenious direct-search global optimization method proposed by Jones et al. [11] . This method, described more fully in a later section, uses Lipschitz constant arguments to motivate a deterministic search strategy which has been shown elsewhere [14] to be more effective than random-search techniques on relevant examples.
A basic 2D representation
We shall consider the aircraft routing problem in two dimensions -i.e., we shall find the ground-plan (flat earth) of a route which avoids a number of no-fly zones that we shall henceforth call "threats". A route is defined by given start and end points and a number of intermediate waypoints. The co-ordinates of these waypoints are the optimization variables; and we shall assume that the flight path follows straight lines between waypoints. To characterize optimality of a route, we suppose that we want the distance flown to be as short as possible, subject to suitable avoidance of the threats. Therefore, for any choice of waypoints, we must calculate first the Euclidian length of the corresponding route, denoted by L, say. We then determine whether the route passes through any of the threats; and, if so, we calculate the length of path lying inside each one. If the route lies within the i-th threat for a distance L i , say, then the "cost" of the route can be expressed as a composite function such as
where ρ i is a penalty parameter associated with the i-th threat and p is an integer exponent to be discussed below. Our aim will be to choose the waypoints so as to minimize C. The balance between reducing the flight path length and respecting the threats will depend on the choice of the parameters ρ i .
Suppose there are n waypoints w j ẃ j1 w j2 µ for j 1 n. For consistency we shall denote the starting point as w 0 and the destination as w n·1 . We can then consider the whole route in terms of "legs" from w j 1 to w j for j 1 n · 1. We let u j denote the vector w j w j 1 . Hence a typical leg contributes
to the total length L. We now need to determine whether leg j passes through any of the threats.
In the test examples discussed in this paper we shall, for convenience, use circular threats; but in general we shall need to deal with no-fly zones and geographical obstacles which have irregular boundaries. Therefore we must calculate threat violations using a sampling process along each leg of a route. We suppose that it is possible to determine whether any point´x yµ is inside or outside a threat but that no explicit expression is available for the threat boundary. (For example, if a threat is simply an area of high ground then a geographical database which provides terrain height for given longitude and latitude will enable us to determine whether some constant altitude flight-path is feasible or not.)
In the algorithm below we use linear interpolation to estimate the points at which leg j intersects threat i. In order to implement the algorithm we can consider σ max to be a maximum step size to be used in sampling a leg of a route. This will imply that the number of sampling points along leg j can be taken as K max l j σ max . We let δλ 1 K max and suppose that u k denotes a sampled point in leg j, i.e.
where k goes from 0 to K max . Suppose that T i is a function of position such that T i´uk µ 0 indicates that u k is inside threat i while T i´uk µ 0 confirms that u k is outside. Then an algorithm for calculating the "in threat" length l ji is as follows.
Compute l j as length of leg j.
In what follows we use a version of the function (2.1) which includes two extra features to make our examples a little more realistic. We do not permit routes which involve sharp turning manoeuvres; and furthermore we do not allow waypoints to be too close together. Therefore our cost function includes penalty terms connected with these quantities. The angles φ j between successive legs are given by
If φ max is the limiting turn angle and l min denotes the least acceptable leg-length then we can extend the cost function definition (2.1) as
where µ and ν are positive penalty parameters. The penalty terms involving the bounds on turn angle and leg length are standard quadratic loss functions. However, the choice of the exponent in the penalty term for threat violations is discussed in [14] , using an argument based on the analytical calculation of l ji for circular threats. It can be shown that, provided p 3, there is continuity in the first derivatives of C in the limiting case when changes in waypoint position cause a leg to enter or leave the i-th threat. This is essentially because the in-threat leglength calculation for l ji involves a square root. Numerical experience in [14] also suggests that it is preferable to use p 3 rather than p 4 in (2.2). We assume that these observations carry over to more general situations where threats have irregular boundaries.
We note that the sampling and linear interpolation method of calculating the l ji means that it will be difficult to evaluate first derivatives of C with respect to the waypoint co-ordinates. Hence it might be appropriate to consider gradient-free methods for minimizing (2.2) . (This remark has more force if we take account of the "visibility" constraints, mentioned in the introduction, which appear in more realistic versions of the routing problem. These constraints are typically computed on the basis of random probes from the current aircraft position to locate the nearest regions of high ground and such computations seem unlikely to be differentiable.) Furthermore we need a global minimization method, since experience reported in [14] shows that the function (2.2) may have several local minima. This is easy to visualise if we think of a problem with just one circular threat and one waypoint. Typically if the "best" route passes the threat on the left (say) we can expect there to be another, at least locally, "best" route which skirts it on the right. Waypoint positions between these two solutions will cause the route to pass through the threat and hence incur high values of C. Thus we have the classic case of two regions with low function value separated by a ridge with larger values of C.
DIRECT is a gradient-free global minimization method proposed by Jones et al. [11] . It is a deterministic approach which systematically searches within an initial "hyperbox" in the space of the variables, exploration being focussed on regions which are judged to be "potentially optimal" on the basis of tests involving Lipschitz constants. This approach is outlined in the next section
An outline of DIRECT
This section provides a general description of DIRECT, giving sufficient detail to support our later discussion of different ways in which it can be applied to the route-finding problem. A fuller discussion, including implementation issues, can be found in [11] .
DIRECT searches for the minimum of a function f´xµ within a hyperbox defined by l i x i u i for i 1 n. It proceeds by systematic subdivision of this initial region into smaller hyperboxes. The distinctive feature of the algorithm is the method of choosing which boxes to subdivide on each iteration.
At the start of a typical iteration of DIRECT, the initial exploration region will be completely covered by (say) K hyperboxes of differing sizes. Specifically, the size of each box is represented by δ i i 1 K the distance from the centre to a corner. Function values f i i 1 K are known at the centre of each box. Box i is regarded as potentially optimal if there exists a Lipschitz constant L such that both
and
(where f min is the least value of f found so far and ε is a small, positive, usersupplied constant). Condition (3.1) indicates that it is possible for a point in box i to have a smaller function value than a point in any other box. Condition (3.2) ensures that points in box i also have the possibility of making a non-trivial improvement on the best point found so far.
Any hyperbox which is identified as potentially optimal is then subdivided. The simplest way of doing this involves splitting its longest side into three parts and hence produces two new function evaluations. (More complicated rules for subdivision are described in [11] for hyperboxes with more than one longest side.)
It is worth noting that, in practice, the number of potentially optimal boxes on a particular iteration is usually quite a small fraction of K. Hence the subdivision costs are typically not excessive. Furthermore, the process of determining whether box i satisfies conditions (3.1) and (3.2) need not be as computationally expensive process as might at first appear, since [11] explains that it is not necessary to perform the test (3.1) explicitly for all j i. If the number of different box sizes iŝ K (usually K) then we only need to make comparisons between theK boxes which have the smallest centre-values for their size.
Computational experience with DIRECT has shown it to be quite efficient. In the numerical tests reported in [11] , DIRECT outperforms several other direct search optimization methods in terms of numbers of function values needed to find global solutions to some standard test problems. Preliminary experience of applying DI-RECT to the route-finding problem in [14] shows that it minimizes (2.2) more efficiently than than the methods in [1] and [5] which employ random searching. The use of DIRECT in aerospace design problems (with quite large numbers of variables) is reported in [2] , [3] , [4] , [6] , [7] , [12] and [13] . In [7] , in particular, it is noted that it does better than a trajectory-following approach on functions with deep and widely spaced minima. This remark is relevant to the route finding problem because the various locally optimum routes are likely to be clearly distinguishable by virtue of passing on different sides of at least one of the threats.
The value of the parameter ε in (3.2) is a user-choice to be made in setting up DIRECT. It is in fact almost the only such choice -which means that it is quite an easy algorithm to use. The other parameter that has to be selected is the number of iterations to be performed. Although the authors provide a proof of ultimate convergence of DIRECT in [11] , they do not suggest a practical stopping rule for the algorithm and merely suggest that a fixed number of iterations be done. This strategy can lead to uneccessary work being done in some cases, while on other problems the global solution may not be found. It might be somewhat betterthough certainly not an infallible test -to continue until no significant improvement in f has been found for (say) fifty iterations.
This question of a stopping rule is one of the issues we explore in the next section where we consider a number of different ways of applying DIRECT to the aircraft routing problem.
The routing problem -a case study
In this section we shall use some experiments with DIRECT to illustrate some important issues in solving the aircraft routing problem. These issues include the initial choice of waypoints -both their number and their guessed position. Once we have decided how many waypoints to use, a possible "automatic" strategy might be to place these at equal intervals along the straight line joining the departure and destination points. This could provide a useful initial bias towards the distance minimization component of the cost function, leaving it subsequently to the penalty terms to steer the aircraft around the threats in an efficient manner. It is also important to consider the choice of values for the penalty parameters in (2.2), since it is well-known that minimization becomes numerically difficult if these are chosen "too large". We seek to shed some light on these matters by describing several approaches to a test problem which involves the following threats We shall consider the calculation of a route from (50, 30) to (167, 107) and back, imposing a minimum stage length of 10 km and a maximum turning angle of 42 5 o (which ensures that the return journey cannot simply retrace the outward one).
Approach 1 -separate calculation of outward and return legs
We first consider the application of DIRECT to the outward journey. Let us assume that two waypoints will be sufficient and as an initial guess we shall place them both near the midpoint of the line joining the departure point and destination. This is obviously a very poor starting estimate. Since DIRECT is a global optimization method, a change in starting point should not influence the solution it ultimately obtains. The benefit of a restart lies in the possibility that it will cause DIRECT to approach the global solution more quickly and cheaply. As explained earlier, each iteration of DIRECT examines the current set of hyperboxes to determine which are potentially optimal. The number of boxes to be examined (and probably the number of boxes to be subdivided) gets larger as the number of iterations increases. After a restart based upon the current best point, the iterations of DIRECT will be cheaper than they would have been without the restart. Moreover, because DIRECT will now have one box which is centred on a "good" function value, it may be that fewer boxes will be found to be potentially optimal in the second and subsequent runs of DIRECT. Certainly the experience of this first example is that two lots of "cheap" iterations can be better value than an equivalent number of increasingly expensive ones. (Note that in restarting DIRECT from (4.2) we have chosen to keep the initial hyperboxes the same size as at the start. A case could be made for making them smaller and we shall return to this idea later on.)
Since the turning angle constraint has not yet been satisfied, a possible strategy would be to increase the parameter ν in (2.2). However it may be easier just to insert an extra waypoint and solve the problem again. This remark is well worth making because further experiments (not reported in detail here) suggest that it is not possible to obtain a feasible route with just two waypoints. Specifically, when ν is increased, DIRECT is able to find approximate minima of (2.2) which involve smaller turning angles; but this happens only at the expense of threat violations. This illustrates the fact that is quite easy to pose routing problems which have no feasible solution. It is worth mentioning, however, that DIRECT can be used to check whether a problem has a feasible point. This is done by treating the maximum constraint violation as the objective function and finding whether or not it has a global minimum of zero.
In order to find a 3-waypoint route from (50,30) to (167, 107) we use the previous best result to provide the starting guesś 68 ¦5 77 ¦5µ´97¦30 91 ¦14µ´125¦5 105 ¦5µ We now consider the return part of the route. In order to prevent there being too tight a turning angle at (167, 107) we include the last outward leg in our calculation and seek a route from (131.4, 104.5) to (50, 30), forcing it to pass through (167,107) by enclosing this waypoint inside a very small box. Thus we take the starting guess for DIRECT aś 167 ¦0 1 107 ¦0 1µ´109 ¦100 67 ¦50µ´108¦100 66 ¦50μ 107 ¦100 65 ¦50µ´106¦100 64 ¦50µ
Here we have assumed five waypoints will be sufficient; and the unknown waypoints have been placed near the midpoint of the line from (167, 107) to (50, 30). Note that the boxes enclosing these waypoints are substantially bigger than would be necessary to allow them to move within the rectangle with the starting point and destination at its corners. Experience has shown that we can miss the global optimum if we do not give the waypoints enough freedom.
For the return route problem we have used ν 10 in (2.2). This increase in penalty parameter associated with the turning angle limit is motivated by experience: the homeward flight path needs to turn through a total angle of about 120 o , and the waypoints which minimize (2.2) imply some unacceptably sharp turn angles if we retain the previous choice ν 1. We are of course free to use different penalty parameter values in the outward and return calculations because, at present, we are effectively treating them as separate problems. Our purpose in mentioning the need to increase ν is to point out that the appropriate choice of penalty parameters in (2.2) is problem-dependent. Table 2 : Return routes from DIRECT using restart and initial guess (4.5) Putting together the routes defined by (4.4) and (4.6) we get a total route length of 361.6 km (recalling that the calculated outward and return routes have covered the stage from (131.4, 104.5) to (167, 107) twice).
Approach 2 -simultaneous calculation of outward and return legs
The approach we have used in the previous section is unlikely to yield a global optimum for the full round-trip problem, although it should provide a useful first approximation. We can seek a further refinement of the route found in the previous subsection by running DIRECT on the whole outward and return problem with a starting guess given by (4.4) and (4.6) and using a margin of ¦5 km on each waypoint coordinate. In this case we use ν 10 for for turning angles on both the outward and return stages. After 128 iterations (15961 function calls), small adjustments have been made to the waypoints which reduce the route length to 358.8 km. This seems to be near-optimal, since no significant improvement is obtained by allowing DIRECT to run for 256 iterations.
We could, of course, have attempted the whole routing problem in one go, without obtaining the partial solutions (4.4) and (4.6) first. We now perform this calculation (assuming we already know that a total of eight waypoints is sufficient). We take (50, 30) as both departure point and destination and include (167, 107) as a waypoint with effectively zero tolerance on the components. If we follow the precedent of starting guess (4.5) and put the other guessed waypoints near the midpoint of the line between (50, 30) and (167, 107) with margins ¦100 ¦50 on the coordinates then we get results from DIRECT as shown in It is clear that DIRECT has some difficulty in avoiding the threats. We therefore try the algorithm in restart mode, this time allowing 128 iterations in each cycle. Results appear in Table 4 and these are considerably better than what we obtained without restarts. The threat violations are much reduced and the best route length is a little less than was obtained when starting from the initial guess given by (4.4), (4.6). Nevertheless, these tables (and other numerical tests not reported in detail) suggest that DIRECT experiences more difficulty and uses more effort to solve the full out-and-home routing problem "from scratch" than it does when the problem is considered in two separate phases. Table 4 : Routes from DIRECT using restart on the out and return problem
Approach 3 -building a complete route by adding waypoints
We can use experience from the preceding subsections to automate the process of building a route, including the question of whether to add extra waypoints. The approach outlined below is partly motivated by the encouraging performance of restart mode DIRECT.
We begin a route-finding solution by performing M iterations of DIRECT on the full out-and-return problem, but using only a small number of waypoints. (These can be placed initially at some convenient point such as the midpoint of the route, although it is important that a large enough box is defined to allow movement anywhere within the geographical region of interest.) The route obtained by DIRECT is then examined, and an extra waypoint is added at the midpoint of any leg which passes through threats. The enclosing box for this new waypoint is made large enough to allow movement between the "old" ones on either side of it. DIRECT is then allowed to run for a further cycle of M iterations. The "old" waypoints continue to be optimization variables for the next cycle of DIRECT, but the box surrounding them is reduced by a factor κ in each coordinate direction. A similar addition of waypoints is permitted at the next stopping point from DIRECT -although we note that waypoints are not added within legs whose length is less than 2l min . This process continues until two successive cycles of DIRECT produce essentially the same value of the objective function.
We now show how this approach works on the complete out-and-home problem introduced above. We begin with a three waypoint guessed solutioń 109 ¦100 67 ¦50µ;´167 107µ;´109 ¦100 67 ¦50µ Tables 4 and 5 , that this approach has yielded a good solution which is comparable with what could be obtained using between two and three cycles of DIRECT in restart mode with a constant number of waypoints. In fact the number of waypoints introduced by the strategy outlined in this section is twelve, which is somewhat more than was shown to be strictly necessary using previous approaches. The numbers of function calls quoted in Table 5 are cumulative; and these figures are very much less than the numbers appearing in Table 4 . Moreover the run-time for 3 ¢ 128 iterations of DIRECT in Table 4 is about 70 seconds whereas the solution quoted in Table 5 Our numerical experience with DIRECT on the routing problem has been quite encouraging. In particular the use of restarts and the facility for adding extra waypoints seem to enhance the performance of the algorithm. Periodic restarts enable us to preserve the current best solution while avoiding some of the costs associated with increasing numbers of hyperboxes. It should be noted that there are other ways, more in the spirit of DIRECT, to reduce work per iteration. The source paper [11] points out that the user-selected parameter ε in (3.2) can be used to control the balance between rapid local convergence and global exploration. More recent implementations (e.g. [8] ) have considered ways of automatically adjusting this balance in order to improve the efficiency of the algorithm.
We acknowledge that, at present, the promising Approach 3 can only be justified as a pragmatic solution to the problem of knowing in advance how many waypoints will be sufficient. One difficulty in establishing its convergence to a global solution to the original problem is that (even if the boxes are not shrunk) the shape of the feasible region is changed after every re-start. This might turn out be an advantage if the original feasible region had been drawn "too small"; but it does make it harder to analyse the behaviour of the algorithm. It is also true that the incautious shrinking of the boxes could prevent the approach from getting to the required global solution. It is probably worth observing however that, from an operational point of view, a method which provides good feasible routes quickly may be preferable to one which locates a precise global optimum but requires more computing effort.
The example reported in the previous section now needs to be followed up by more systematic testing on a wider range of problems to establish good general values for M and κ. Consideration of M, the number of iterations of DIRECT to be performed between restarts, will entail further investigation into practical stopping rules for the algorithm as discussed briefly at the end of Section 3. We also need to experiment with the choice of the DIRECT threshold parameter ε appearing in (3.2). In the above examples we have used the typical value 5 ¢ 10 4 , which is smaller than the value recommended in [11] but which seems necessary for the route-finding problem in order to force the method to approach the global solution. One other parameter which has an important effect on runtimes for solving the aircraft routing problem is the value σ max used in the exploration of each leg to determine threat violations. For the above examples we have used σ max 4 km, which might be considered rather coarse but which nevertheless seems to give results in good agreement with routes obtained with a smaller step size. In general, it might be advisable to decrease σ max on each cycle of DIRECT as the stage lengths tend to become shorter.
As a final and more general observation, we note that DIRECT has some similarities with interval arithmetic methods of global optimization (see the recent survey by Wolfe [15] , for example) in that it selects potentially optimal hyperboxes on the basis of estimated bounds on the objective function. In principle, evaluating an interval extension of f on a hyperbox will yield valid bounds on f rather than speculative ones involving unknown Lipschitz constants. However, this apparent advantage must be set against (a) the relatively high cost of interval computations compared to standard real arithmetic and (b) the fact that interval arithmetic bounds, although valid, are often pessimistic. Moreover, it is not clear that interval arithmetic arithmetic is applicable to the calculation of l ji by sampling as discussed in section 2. However, for objective functions whose interval extension is available, an interesting topic for further study, therefore, would be a numerical comparison of DIRECT with some of the interval techniques outlined in [15] .
